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This book gathers peer-reviewed proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Innovative Computing (IC 2020). This book aims to provide an
open forum for discussing recent advances and emerging trends in information technology, science, and engineering. Themes within the scope of the
conference include Communication Networks, Business Intelligence and Knowledge Management, Web Intelligence, and any related fields that depend
on the development of information technology. The respective contributions presented here cover a wide range of topics, from databases and data
mining, networking and communications, the web and Internet of Things, to embedded systems, soft computing, social network analysis, security and
privacy, optical communication, and ubiquitous/pervasive computing. Readers such as students, researchers, and industry professionals in the fields of
cloud computing, Internet of Things, machine learning, information security, multimedia systems, and information technology benefit from this
comprehensive overview of the latest advances in information technology. The book can also benefit young investigators looking to start a new research
program.
This volume presents eight carefully revised texts of selected lectures given by leading researchers of the field at the first Central European Functional
Programming School, CEFP 2005, held in Budapest, Hungary, in July 2005. The eight revised full papers presented were carefully selected during two
rounds of reviewing and improvement for inclusion in the book. The lectures cover a wide range of topics such as new programming language concepts
for subtyping.
Computer-aided manufacturing also known as Computer-aided Modeling or Computer-aided Machining is the use of software to control machine tools
and related ones in the manufacturing of work pieces.Computer-aided design is the use of computers to aid in the creation, modification, analysis, or
optimization of a design. CAD software is used to increase the productivity of the designer, improve the quality of design, improve communications
through documentation, and to create a database for manufacturing.
Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and Systems: Methodologies and Applications introduces you to a broad array of modeling and
simulation issues related to computer networks and systems. It focuses on the theories, tools, applications and uses of modeling and simulation in order
to effectively optimize networks. It describes methodologies for modeling and simulation of new generations of wireless and mobiles networks and cloud
and grid computing systems. Drawing upon years of practical experience and using numerous examples and illustrative applications recognized experts
in both academia and industry, discuss: Important and emerging topics in computer networks and systems including but not limited to; modeling,
simulation, analysis and security of wireless and mobiles networks especially as they relate to next generation wireless networks Methodologies,
strategies and tools, and strategies needed to build computer networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up Different network
performance metrics including, mobility, congestion, quality of service, security and more... Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and
Systems is a must have resource for network architects, engineers and researchers who want to gain insight into optimizing network performance
through the use of modeling and simulation. Discusses important and emerging topics in computer networks and Systems including but not limited to;
modeling, simulation, analysis and security of wireless and mobiles networks especially as they relate to next generation wireless networks Provides the
necessary methodologies, strategies and tools needed to build computer networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up Includes
comprehensive review and evaluation of simulation tools and methodologies and different network performance metrics including mobility, congestion,
quality of service, security and more
Proceedings of ICMD 2013
4th International Conference, MPC'98, Marstrand, Sweden, June 15-17, 1998, Proceedings
MCCS 2019
Computing in Horn Clause Theories
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Microelectronics, Computing and Communication Systems
Role of ICT for Multi-Disciplinary Applications in 2030
Functional Programming
This three-volume book highlights significant advances in the development of new information systems
technologies and architectures. Further, it helps readers solve specific research and analytical
problems and glean useful knowledge and business value from data. Each chapter provides an analysis of a
specific technical problem, followed by a numerical analysis, simulation, and implementation of the
solution to the real-world problem. Managing an organization, especially in today’s rapidly changing
environment, is a highly complex process. Increased competition in the marketplace, especially as a
result of the massive and successful entry of foreign businesses into domestic markets, changes in
consumer behaviour, and broader access to new technologies and information, calls for organisational
restructuring and the introduction and modification of management methods using the latest scientific
advances. This situation has prompted various decision-making bodies to introduce computer modelling of
organization management systems. This book presents the peer-reviewed proceedings of the 40th
Anniversary International Conference “Information Systems Architecture and Technology” (ISAT), held on
September 15–17, 2019, in Wroc?aw, Poland. The conference was organised by the Computer Science
Department, Faculty of Computer Science and Management, Wroclaw University of Sciences and Technology,
and University of Applied Sciences in Nysa, Poland. The papers have been grouped into three major
sections: Part I—discusses topics including, but not limited to, artificial intelligence methods,
knowledge discovery and data mining, big data, knowledge-based management, Internet of Things, cloud
computing and high-performance computing, distributed computer systems, content delivery networks, and
service-oriented computing. Part II—addresses various topics, such as system modelling for control,
recognition and decision support, mathematical modelling in computer system design, service-oriented
systems, and cloud computing, and complex process modelling. Part III—focuses on a number of themes,
like knowledge-based management, modelling of financial and investment decisions, modelling of
managerial decisions, production systems management, and maintenance, risk management, small business
management, and theories and models of innovation.
Virtual Manufacturing presents a novel concept of combining human computer interfaces with virtual
reality for discrete and continuous manufacturing systems. The authors address the relevant concepts of
manufacturing engineering, virtual reality, and computer science and engineering, before embarking on a
description of the methodology for building augmented reality for manufacturing processes and
manufacturing systems. Virtual Manufacturing is centered on the description of the development of
augmented reality models for a range of processes based on CNC, PLC, SCADA, mechatronics and on embedded
systems. Further discussions address the use of augmented reality for developing augmented reality
models to control contemporary manufacturing systems and to acquire micro- and macro-level decision
parameters for managers to boost profitability of their manufacturing systems. Guiding readers through
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the building of their own virtual factory software, Virtual Manufacturing comes with access to online
files and software that will enable readers to create a virtual factory, operate it and experiment with
it. This is a valuable source of information with a useful toolkit for anyone interested in virtual
manufacturing, including advanced undergraduate students, postgraduate students and researchers.
Distributed Control Applications: Guidelines, Design Patterns, and Application Examples with the IEC
61499 discusses the IEC 61499 reference architecture for distributed and reconfigurable control and its
adoption by industry. The book provides design patterns, application guidelines, and rules for designing
distributed control applications based on the IEC 61499 reference model. Moreover, examples from various
industrial domains and laboratory environments are introduced and explored.
The theme of this book is “Role of ICT for multi-disciplinary applications in 2030”, which is absolutely
appropriate to explore with regard to the CONASENSE vision of looking at services utilizing the
Communications, Navigation, Sensing and Services (CONASENSE) paradigm in a period of 20-50 years from
now. The vision of CONASENSE society is to bring about active integration of the three worlds of
communications, navigation and local/remote sensing – that have been apart for years require a
multidisciplinary approach. This 4th Communication, Navigation, Sensing and Services (CONASENSE) book
brings together in contributions from another society, namely, Global ICT Standardization Forum for
India (GISFI). Technical topics discussed in the book include: Wireless Sensor NetworksAdvanced IoT and
M2MFuture Space Communications InfrastructureICT Networks for CONASENSE in 2030International ICT
ResearchSecure Vehicular Ad-Hoc NetworksHeterodox NetworksCONASENSE Innovation EraCONASENSE at Nanoscale
Thus the book provides a rich and interesting coverage of diverse aspects concerning multi-disciplinary
applications.
Methodologies and Applications
Innovations and Advances in Computing, Informatics, Systems Sciences, Networking and Engineering
Guidelines, Design Patterns, and Application Examples with the IEC 61499
Advances in VLSI and Embedded Systems
ICT Futures
Proceedings of PURPLE MOUNTAIN FORUM 2019-International Forum on Smart Grid Protection and Control
Select Proceedings of AVES 2019

The proceedings includes the set of revised papers from the 23rd International Conference
on Flexible Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing (FAIM 2013). This conference aims to
provide an international forum for the exchange of leading edge scientific knowledge and
industrial experience regarding the development and integration of the various aspects of
Flexible Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing Systems covering the complete lifecycle of a company’s Products and Processes. Contents will include topics such as:
Product, Process and Factory Integrated Design, Manufacturing Technology and Intelligent
Systems, Manufacturing Operations Management and Optimization and Manufacturing Networks
and MicroFactories.
Learn all about the major trends and future advancements in ICT! ICT Futures provides an
insightful introduction to the major technology trends in Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT), and to the economic, commercial and societal environment which is
shaping them. The experienced author-team, consisting of experts from both industry and
academia, addresses: The interaction between people and technology - how ICT affects
every day social practices; the rise of social computing; how the way we interact with
information and the devices we use are changing; and how trust can be assured over the
Internet. The underlying ICT infrastructure - the semantic web and the semantic intranet;
the real-time service-oriented infrastructure; the future optical network; self-managing
networks and agents; P2P technologies; pervasiveness; mobility and wireless technology;
and how all this infrastructure can be made secure. ICT technology and how it is
affecting industries as diverse as health, finance, retail and law. The book covers a
vast wealth of material, with a strong focus upon the impending changes to the way ICT
operates.This reference is a valuable tool for people in managerial roles, CIOs, CTOs,
business and technology strategists, and students undertaking technology MBAs, or
technology modules in general MBAs. Professionals working in ICT will also find this book
valuable.
Functional Programming is a relatively new area of computer science. These proceedings
contain 25 papers representing an excellent snapshot of the current state of functional
programming and are written by the leading computer scientists in this aera. In some
universities, a functional programming language is used as the introductory teaching
language and computer architectures are being designed and investigated to support
functional languages.
Discrete Event Systems: Analysis and Control is the proceedings of WODES2000 (the 5th
Workshop on Discrete Event Systems, held in Ghent, Belgium, on August 21-23, 2000). This
book provides a survey of the current state of the art in the field of modeling, analysis
and control synthesis of discrete event systems, lecture notes for a mini course on
sensitivity analysis for performance evaluation of timed discrete event systems, and 48
carefully selected papers covering all areas of discrete event theory and the most
important applications domains. Topics include automata theory and supervisory control
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(12); Petri net based models for discrete event systems, and their control synthesis
(11); (max,+) and timed automata models (9); applications papers related to scheduling,
failure detection, and implementation of supervisory controllers (7); formal description
of PLCs (6); and finally, stochastic models of discrete event systems (3).
23rd International Conference on Flexible Automation & Intelligent Manufacturing
Lecture Notes on CAD-CAM
Mathematics of Program Construction
Bowker's Complete Video Directory 2001
4th International AMAST Workshop on Real-Time Systems and Concurrent and Distributed
Software, ARTS'97, Palma, Mallorca, Spain, May 21 - 23, 1997, Proceedings
Proceedings of the 7th ICIECE 2018
IC 2020
This volume contains the proceedings of Analysis and Design of Hybrid Systems 2006: the 2nd IFAC Conference on Analysis and Design of Hybrid
Systems, organized in Alghero (Italy) on June 7-9, 2006. ADHS is a series of triennial meetings that aims to bring together researchers and practitioners with
a background in control and computer science to provide a survey of the advances in the field of hybrid systems, and of their ability to take up the challenge
of analysis, design and verification of efficient and reliable control systems. ADHS'06 is the second Conference of this series after ADHS'03 in Saint Malo.
65 papers selected through careful reviewing process Plenary lectures presented by three distinguished speakers Featuring interesting new research topics
This book describes a model-based development approach for globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous distributed embedded controllers. This approach
uses Petri nets as modeling formalism to create platform and network independent models supporting the use of design automation tools. To support this
development approach, the Petri nets class in use is extended with time-domains and asynchronous-channels. The authors’ approach uses models not only
providing a better understanding of the distributed controller and improving the communication among the stakeholders, but also to be ready to support
the entire lifecycle, including the simulation, the verification (using model-checking tools), the implementation (relying on automatic code generators), and
the deployment of the distributed controller into specific platforms. Uses a graphical and intuitive modeling formalism supported by design automation
tools; Enables verification, ensuring that the distributed controller was correctly specified; Provides flexibility in the implementation and maintenance phases
to achieve desired constraints (high performance, low power consumption, reduced costs), enabling porting to different platforms using different
communication nodes, without changing the underlying behavioral model.
This book presents original, peer-reviewed research papers from the 4th Purple Mountain Forum –International Forum on Smart Grid Protection and
Control (PMF2019-SGPC), held in Nanjing, China on August 17–18, 2019. Addressing the latest research hotspots in the power industry, such as
renewable energy integration, flexible interconnection of large scale power grids, integrated energy system, and cyber physical power systems, the papers
share the latest research findings and practical application examples of the new theories, methodologies and algorithms in these areas. As such book a
valuable reference for researchers, engineers, and university students.
This book uses a functional programming language (F#) as a metalanguage to present all concepts and examples, and thus has an operational flavour,
enabling practical experiments and exercises. It includes basic concepts such as abstract syntax, interpretation, stack machines, compilation, type checking,
garbage collection, and real machine code. Also included are more advanced topics on polymorphic types, type inference using unification, co- and
contravariant types, continuations, and backwards code generation with on-the-fly peephole optimization. This second edition includes two new chapters.
One describes compilation and type checking of a full functional language, tying together the previous chapters. The other describes how to compile a C
subset to real (x86) hardware, as a smooth extension of the previously presented compilers.The examples present several interpreters and compilers for toy
languages, including compilers for a small but usable subset of C, abstract machines, a garbage collector, and ML-style polymorphic type inference. Each
chapter has exercises. Programming Language Concepts covers practical construction of lexers and parsers, but not regular expressions, automata and
grammars, which are well covered already. It discusses the design and technology of Java and C# to strengthen students’ understanding of these widely
used languages.
Proceedings of the 1989 Glasgow Workshop 21–23 August 1989, Fraserburgh, Scotland
9. GI-ITG-Fachgespr ch, München, Juni 1999
Distributed Embedded Controller Development with Petri Nets
Innovations in Electronics and Communication Engineering
Development of Automatic Program Verification for Continuous Function Chart Based on Model Checking
Application of Artificial Intelligence in Process Control
Innovation, Engineering and Entrepreneurship

Distributed Computer Systems: Theory and Practice is a collection of papers dealing with
the design and implementation of operating systems, including distributed systems, such
as the amoeba system, argus, Andrew, and grapevine. One paper discusses the concepts and
notations for concurrent programming, particularly language notation used in computer
programming, synchronization methods, and also compares three classes of languages.
Another paper explains load balancing or load redistribution to improve system
performance, namely, static balancing and adaptive load balancing. For program
efficiency, the user can choose from various debugging approaches to locate or fix errors
without significantly disturbing the program behavior. Examples of debuggers pertain to
the ada language and the occam programming language. Another paper describes the
architecture of a real-time distributed database system used for computer network
management, monitoring integration, as well as administration and control of both local
area or wide area communications networks. The book can prove helpful to programmers,
computer engineers, computer technicians, and computer instructors dealing with many
aspects of computers, such as programming, hardware interface, networking, engineering or
design.
Industrial Strength Formal Methods in Practice provides hands-on experience and guidance
for anyone who needs to apply formal methods successfully in an industrial context. Each
chapter is written by an expert in software engineering or formal methods, and contains
background information, introductions to the techniques being used, actual fragments of
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formalised components, details of results and an analysis of the overall approach. It
provides specific details on how to produce high-quality software that comes in on-time
and within budget. Aimed mainly at practitioners in software engineering and formal
methods, this book will also be of interest to the following groups; academic researchers
working in formal methods who are interested in evidence of their success and in how they
can be applied on an industrial scale, and students on advanced software engineering
courses who need real-life specifications and examples on which to base their work.
This volume presents the revised lecture notes of selected talks given at the Fourth
Central European Functional Programming School, CEFP 2011, held in June 2011 in Budapest,
Hungary. The 11 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed by experts on
functional programming and revised based on the reviews. The lectures cover a wide range
of distributed and multicore functional programming subjects. The last 2 papers are
selected papers of the PhD Workshop organized for the participants of the summer school.
This book has been created on the basis of contributions to the 54th International
Conference of Machine Design Departments that was held for the 60th anniversary of
Technical University of Liberec. This international conference which follows a tradition
going back more than 50 years is one of the longest-running series of conferences held in
central Europe, dealing with methods and applications in machine design. The main aim of
the conference was to provide an international forum where experts, researchers,
engineers and industrial practitioners, managers and Ph.D. students could meet, share
their experiences and present the results of their efforts in the broad field of machine
design and related fields. The book has seven chapters which focus on new knowledge of
machine design, optimization, tribology, experimental methods and measuring, engineering
analyses and product innovation. Authors presented new design methods of machine parts
and more complex assemblies with the help of numerical methods such as FEM. Research,
measurements and studies of new materials, including composites for energy-efficient
constructions are also described. The book also includes solutions and results useful for
optimization and innovation of complex design problems in various industries.
Agent and Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Applications
A Proceedings volume from the 2nd IFAC Conference, Alghero, Italy, 7-9 June 2006
Application to Globally-Asynchronous Locally-Synchronous Systems
DIMACS Workshop Constraint Programming and Large Scale Discrete Optimization, September
14-17, 1998, DIMACS Center
Analysis and Design of Hybrid Systems 2006
Industrial-Strength Formal Methods in Practice
Abstraction
This book is the result of a united effort of six European universities to create an overall course on the appplication of artificial
intelligence (AI) in process control. The book includes an introduction to key areas including; knowledge representation, expert,
logic, fuzzy logic, neural network, and object oriented-based approaches in AI. Part two covers the application to control
engineering, part three: Real-Time Issues, part four: CAD Systems and Expert Systems, part five: Intelligent Control and part six:
Supervisory Control, Monitoring and Optimization.
This book presents endeavors to join synergies in order to create added value for society, using the latest scientific knowledge to
boost technology transfer from academia to industry. It potentiates the foundations for the creation of knowledge- and
entrepreneurial cooperation networks involving engineering, innovation, and entrepreneurship stakeholders. The Regional HELIX
2018 conference was organized at the University of Minho’s School of Engineering by the MEtRICs and Algoritmi Research
Centers, and took place in Guimarães, Portugal, from June 27th to 29th, 2018. After a rigorous peer-review process, 160 were
accepted for publication, covering a wide range of topics, including Control, Automation and Robotics; Mechatronics Design,
Medical Devices and Wellbeing; Cyber-Physical Systems, IoT and Industry 4.0; Innovations in Industrial Context and Advanced
Manufacturing; New Trends in Mechanical Systems Development; Advanced Materials and Innovative Applications; Waste to
Energy and Sustainable Environment; Operational Research and Industrial Mathematics; Innovation and Collaborative
Arrangements; Entrepreneurship and Internationalization; and Oriented Education for Innovation, Engineering and/or
Entrepreneurship.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Symposium on Agent and Multi-Agent Systems:
Technologies and Applications, KES-AMSTA 2007, held in Wroclaw, Poland in May/June 2007. Coverage includes agent-oriented
Web applications, mobility aspects of agent systems, agents for network management, agent approaches to robotic systems, as
well as intelligent and secure agents for digital content management.
At least four research fields detennine the theoretical background of specification and deduction in computer science: recursion
theory, automated theorem proving, abstract data types and tenn rewriting systems. As these areas approach each other more and
more, the strong distinctions between functional and relational views, deductive and denotational approaches as well as between
specification and programming are relieved in favour of their integration. The book will not expose the lines of this development;
conversely, it starts out from the nucleus of Hom clause logic and brings forth both known and unknown results, most of which
affect more than one of the fields mentioned above. Chapter 1 touches on historical issues of specification and prototyping and
delimits the topics handled in this book from others which are at the core of related work. Chapter 2 provides the fundamental
notions and notations needed for the presentation and interpretation of many-sorted Horn clause theories with equality. Chapter 3
supplies a number of sample Hom clause specifications ranging from arithmetic through string manipulation to higher data
structures and interpreters of programming languages. Some of these examples serve as a reference to illustrate definitions and
results, others may throw a light on the strong link between specifications and programs, which are executed by applying
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deduction rules. Thus we have included examples of how to use program trans/ormation methods in specification design.
Proceedings of ICICCT 2019
Part II
Analysis and Control
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference of Reliable Information and Communication Technology (IRICT 2017)
Inventive Communication and Computational Technologies
Formale Beschreibungstechniken für verteilte Systeme
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 7th International Conference on Innovations in Electronics and
Communication Engineering, held at Guru Nanak Institutions in Hyderabad, India. It highlights contributions by researchers,
technocrats and experts regarding the latest technologies in electronic and communication engineering, and addresses various
aspects of communication engineering, including signal processing, VLSI design, embedded systems, wireless communications,
and electronics and communications in general. Covering cutting-edge technologies, the book offers a valuable resource,
especially for young researchers.
The SPIN workshop is a forum for researchers interested in the subject of automata-based, explicit-state model checking
technologies for the analysis and veri?cation of asynchronous concurrent and distributed systems. The SPIN - del checker
(http://netlib.bell-labs.com/netlib/spin/whatispin.html), developed by Gerard Holzmann, is one of the best known systems of this
kind, and has attracted a large user community. This can likely be attributed to its e?cient state exploration algorithms. The fact
that SPIN’s modeling language, Promela, resembles a programming language has probably also contributed to its success.
Traditionally, the SPIN workshops present papers on extensions and uses of SPIN. As an experiment, this year’s workshop was
broadened to have a slightly wider focus than previous workshops in that papers on software veri?cation were encouraged.
Consequently, a small collection of papers describe attempts to analyze and verify programs written in conventional programming
languages. Solutions include translations from source code to Promela, as well as specially designed model checkers that accept
source code. We believe that this is an - teresting research direction for the formal methods community, and that it will result in a
new set of challenges and solutions. Of course, abstraction becomes the key solution to deal with very large state spaces.
However, we also see - tential for integrating model checking with techniques such as static program analysis and testing. Papers
on these issues have therefore been included in the proceedings.
Innovations and Advances in Computing, Informatics, Systems Sciences, Networking and Engineering This book includes a set of
rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer
Science, Informatics, and Systems Sciences, and Engineering. It includes selected papers from the conference proceedings of
the Eighth and some selected papers of the Ninth International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information, and Systems
Sciences, and Engineering (CISSE 2012 & CISSE 2013). Coverage includes topics in: Industrial Electronics, Technology &
Automation, Telecommunications and Networking, Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering, Engineering
Education, Instructional Technology, Assessment, and E-learning. · Provides the latest in a series of books growing out of the
International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information, and Systems Sciences, and Engineering; · Includes chapters in the
most advanced areas of Computing, Informatics, Systems Sciences, and Engineering; · Accessible to a wide range of readership,
including professors, researchers, practitioners and students.
This book presents 94 papers from the 2nd International Conference of Reliable Information and Communication Technology
2017 (IRICT 2017), held in Johor, Malaysia, on April 23–24, 2017. Focusing on the latest ICT innovations for data engineering, the
book presents several hot research topics, including advances in big data analysis techniques and applications; mobile networks;
applications and usability; reliable communication systems; advances in computer vision, artificial intelligence and soft
computing; reliable health informatics and cloud computing environments, e-learning acceptance models, recent trends in
knowledge management and software engineering; security issues in the cyber world; as well as society and information
technology.
First KES International Symposium, KES-AMSTA 2007, Wroclaw, Poland, May 31-June 1, 2007, Proceedings
Programming Language Concepts
Smart Trends in Computing and Communications
Volume II
Modern Methods of Construction Design
Virtual Manufacturing
Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and Systems

This book presents select peer-reviewed proceedings of the International Conference on
Advances in VLSI and Embedded Systems (AVES 2019) held at SVNIT, Surat, Gujarat, India.
The book covers cutting-edge original research in VLSI design, devices and emerging
technologies, embedded systems, and CAD for VLSI. With an aim to address the demand for
complex and high-functionality systems as well as portable consumer electronics, the
contents focus on basic concepts of circuit and systems design, fabrication, testing, and
standardization. This book can be useful for students, researchers as well as industry
professionals interested in emerging trends in VLSI and embedded systems.
This book presents high-quality papers from the Fourth International Conference on
Microelectronics, Computing & Communication Systems (MCCS 2019). It discusses the latest
technological trends and advances in MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless communication,
optical communication, instrumentation, signal processing, image processing,
bioengineering, green energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather
forecasting, cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID, CMOS sensors, actuators,
transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems and sensor network applications. It
includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and experimental simulations,
development, applications, measurements and testing. The applications and solutions
discussed here provide excellent reference material for future product development.
Constraint programming has become an important general approach for solving hard
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combinatorial problems that occur in a number of application domains, such as scheduling
and configuration. This volume contains selected papers from the workshop on Constraint
Programming and Large Scale Discrete Optimization held at DIMACS. It gives a sense of
state-of-the-art research in this field, touching on many of the important issues that
are emerging and giving an idea of the major current trends. Topics include new
strategies for local search, multithreaded constraint programming, specialized
constraints that enhance consistency processing, fuzzy representations, hybrid approaches
involving both constraint programming and integer programming, and applications to
scheduling problems in domains such as sports scheduling and satellite scheduling.
This book consitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Mathematics of Program Construction, MPC'98, held in Marstrand, near Goteborg, Sweden, in
June 1998. The 17 revised full papers presented were selected from 57 submissions; also
included are three invited contributions. The volume is devoted to the use of crisp,
clear mathematics in the discovery and design of algorithms and in the development of
corresponding software and hardware; varoius approaches to formal methods for systems
design and analysis are covered.
7th International SPIN Workshop Stanford, CA, USA, August 30 - September 1, 2000
Proceedings
Central European Functional Programming School
4th Summer School, CEFP 2011, Budapest, Hungary, June 14-24, 2011, Revised Selected
Papers
Distributed Control Applications
Recent Trends in Information and Communication Technology
First Central European Summer School, CEFP 2005, Budapest, Hungary, July 4-15, 2005,
Revised Selected Lectures
Delivering Pervasive, Real-time and Secure Services
This book gathers selected papers presented at the Inventive Communication and
Computational Technologies conference (ICICCT 2019), held on 29–30 April 2019 at
Gnanamani College of Technology, Tamil Nadu, India. The respective contributions highlight
recent research efforts and advances in a new paradigm called ISMAC (IoT in Social, Mobile,
Analytics and Cloud contexts). Topics covered include the Internet of Things, Social Networks,
Mobile Communications, Big Data Analytics, Bio-inspired Computing and Cloud Computing.
The book is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners working to resolve practical
issues in this area.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Fourth International AMAST Workshop
on Real-Time Systems and Concurrent and Distributed Software, ARTS'97, held in Palma de
Mallorca, Spain, in May 1997. The volume presents 24 carefully selected revised full papers.
Also included are two historical contributions honoring Ramon Llull, who was born on
Mallorca, as well as two invited papers. All current issues in the field of formal methods for
real-time systems and distributed and concurrent systems are addressed.
Distributed Computer Systems
Theory and Practice
Innovative Computing
Information Systems Architecture and Technology: Proceedings of 40th Anniversary
International Conference on Information Systems Architecture and Technology – ISAT 2019
SPIN Model Checking and Software Verification
Lecture Notes Erasmus Intensive Course
Constraint Programming and Large Scale Discrete Optimization
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